After sold-out screenings in New York and L.A., Karl Rove & Dan Butler are bringing their love to The Rhode Island International Film Festival!

Wednesday, August 6 @ 9:30 pm
Columbus Theatre Arts Center - Cinematheque
Tickets and information: www.film-festival.org, 401-861-4445

“A weird love letter to the most evil political figure of our time.”
- Ed Gonzalez, The Village Voice

“**** (Four stars) Conceptually original and hysterically funny.”
- Nick Reed, Movie Habit

“Drolly mocks liberal Hollywood insularity at least as much as it mocks right-wing D.C.”
- Dennis Harvey, Variety

“Clever and irreverent, this is a must-see.”
- Ealasaid A. Haas, CineBlog

“Weer Hollywood imagination at its best.”
- ArtRevueBooks

“Hilarious and unsettling … A political Blair Witch Project.”
- Jim David, The Huffington Post
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